
1
A …………… is something that people do as it is traditional .

custom

costume

consuming

 consumer



2
His first novel established him as one of the most promising writers.

The synonym of the word ”established” here is ……………….. .  

proved

discredited

produced

distressed



3
I cannot believe what you’ve said “Are you serious?”.  The antonym of the word “serious” is
………………. .

joking

dangerous

safe

delighted



4
She is ………….. of Cairo University . She has specialised in physics. 

a graduate

graduated

graduation

graduating



5
When my father asked me about the exam, I told him that I didn’t ………………….well.

do

make

give

take



6
……………………………seeing the accident, I called the ambulance.

On

While

During

Before



7
The only way ……................. doing this is to have permission.

of
to
in
by



8
Mona got bored. ………………. herself alone , she decided to read a science fiction story.

Finding

Found

To find

Find



9
I saw Ayten last week. I ………………….her since 2019.

hadn’t seen

haven’t seen

didn’t see

don’t see



10
My parents usually inspire me to take …………………. in serious discussions about my future.

part

place

turns

parts



11
Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

This passage mainly deals with ...........................     . 

stress as a psychological problem 

job competition and their effects 

committing suicide and car accidents

joining a relaxation club 
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

When scared, our bodies get out  ........................    .

some chemicals to combat this fear

illnesses caused by fear

the stresses we suffer from

intentions to put an end to our life
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

The sentence that can best summarise the third paragraph is .............................    . 

some causes of stress and ways to overcome them

stress can destroy our life

we are always frightened 

pressures we are exposed to before exams
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

According to the passage, some people may feel .......................when they move into a new house.

stressed 

happy 

content 

dishonest 
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

From the passage, find out the word that means "a swelling under the skin which is a sign of illness."

lump

lung 

lamb

lumber 
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

Why do you think that businessmen are always under stress?

Because .............................................................................................     .

they might lose lots of money

they tour the world very often

they are busy thinking about warning signals 

they export goods all over the world 
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

What do you think would happen if we overcame stress?

We would …………………………………….       .

 enjoy peace of mind

suffer from many conflicts

hinder progress and development

start making debates
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Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:   

    It is commonly believed that only rich middle-aged businessmen suffer from stress.
Anyone may become ill as a result of stress if they experience a lot of worry. Stress can
be a friend or an enemy. It can warn you that you are under too much pressure and
should change your way of life. It can kill you if you don’t notice the warning signals.

   When we are very frightened and worried, our bodies produce certain chemicals to
help us fight what is troubling us. These produce the energy needed to run away fast
from an object of fear. If we don’t use up these chemicals or produce too many of them,
they may harm us. The stomach, heart, skin, head and back are badly affected by stress.
For example, any student in a final year can be under two stresses. He can be under
great pressure preparing for his exams and a dispute with his father. He may wake up
after sleeping badly discovering that his body was covered in red lumps.  Stress can also
cause car accidents, heart attacks, alcoholism and even suicide.

    Our living and working conditions may put us under stress. Overcrowding in large
cities, traffic jams, competition for jobs, uncertainty about the future may be stressful. If
you have changed jobs or moved house in recent months, you are likely to fall ill. What
can we do about stress? As with all illnesses prevention is better than cure. When you
are taking work home, you can enjoy yourself. So, you have to tell yourself that it is time
to stop and join a relation class. To avoid stress, one should have a balanced life. 

 

According to the passage, stressful life is   …………………………..    .

painful 

painless

enjoyable

delightful



19
Which of the following is correctly structured ?

One’s parents know what is best for one.

One’s parents know what best for him.

One’s parents know what best for one.

One’s parents know what is best for him.



20
Which of the following is punctuated correctly ? 

Ayman said, "Where did you spend your holiday , Ali ?"

Ayman said, Where did you spend your holiday , Ali ?

Ayman said "Where did you spend your holiday , ali ?

Ayman said," Where did you spend your holiday , Ali .



21
When you conclude writing your essay , you should ………………. .

summarize its content

develop the main idea.

make the end open

put a full stop.



22
When you write an essay or paragraph, you start with a /an ………………… sentence.

introduction

closing

ending

conclusion



23
In a formal email ,you will conclude it with  "…….........….. ".

Yours sincerely
Bye

See you  later

See you soon



24
There are more than 100 million homeless people in the world today. It still exists in
both poor and rich countries".  This could be a part of article about the problem of
…………. .        

1.  population
 pollution
 terrorism
 unemployment  



25
A goal is something you want to achieve .First you must decide what your goal is.

الهدف شىء ما تريد تحقيقه . أولا يجب ان تقرر ما هو هدفك.

الهدف شىء ما تريد احرازه لإاولا قرر ما هو الهدف الذى تريد احرازه.

الهدف الذى تحرزه هو شىء ما فأولا قرر اين تريد احرازه.

الهدف ضمن اشياء تريد تحقيقها اولا قرر اين يكون هدفك.



26
يجب ان نرشد استهلاكنا من المياه والا سوف نواجه مشكلات خطيره فى المستقبل القريب .

We must rationalise our consumption of water, or we will face serious problems in the near future.

We have to nationalise our consumption of water, or we will face serious problems in the near future.

We should rationalise our consumption of water, or we will face series problems in the near future

We  have to rationalise our consumption of water, or we face dangerous problems in the near future.


